Now available to buy, over 140 minutes of highlights from the popular radio series about The London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine and the fascinating science and stories behind the gilded creatures adorning the School building. Entertaining, educational and eclectic, the series features some of the School’s foremost experts in their fields, along with surprising new work by writers and artists bringing these iconic images to life.

“RINGMASTERS used to say their FLEAS were fed only on LADIES OF DISTINCTION...”

AVAILABLE TO OWN IN AN EXCLUSIVE DOUBLE CD COLLECTOR’S EDITION

“Sprightly and intriguing series on the extraordinary histories of disease and the fantastical creatures that spread them...”

“An interesting new series with an interesting name... that has to be insect of the year.”

THE OBSERVER

METRO NEWSPAPER

2 CD SET OUT NOW
£15.00 (+ P&P)

THE GILDED VECTORS OF DISEASE

Now available to buy, over 140 minutes of highlights from the popular radio series about The London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine and the fascinating science and stories behind the gilded creatures adorning the School building. Entertaining, educational and eclectic, the series features some of the School’s foremost experts in their fields, along with surprising new work by writers and artists bringing these iconic images to life.

A MUSTARD CLUB LIMITED production in association with THE LONDON SCHOOL OF HYGIENE & TROPICAL MEDICINE
Produced by REBECCA TREMAIN & ROB FALCONER
Series devised & presented by REBECCA TREMAIN
Editor ROB FALCONER
Script consultants GARY MERRY & ROB FALCONER
Featuring original music by EMILY O’HARA

Order your copy now only from www.lshtm.giftfindershop.co.uk